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ABSTRACT
Experiments are performed on adaptive active noise cancellation. Three parallel model 
adaptation schemes and six gradient-type algorithms, including Ren’s algorithm and RLMS, 
are investigated. Simulations using ISIM and SIMNON are performed. The three schemes are 
implemented on a duct, and in an open room, using Texas Instruments TMS320C30 digital 
signal processor. All six control algorithms are applied. A comparison of the performance 
of the various adaptation schemes is performed.
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C H A P T E R  1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Active noise control is based on the principle of destructive interference of sound waves. 
A secondary controlled source is used to generate a sound wave that cancels the undesired 
sound from the primary source at a desired location. The basic concept originated in the 
1930s when Lueg proposed an oscillation silencer [1]. However, the interest in practical 
applications of active sound control grew in the 1970s after the advent of digital signal 
processors and other advances in electronics [2].
Since active noise control is inherently a very sensitive scheme, its success depends cru­
cially on obtaining very good models for the transfer functions of the various acoustic prop­
agation paths. Here we use adaptive control methods to tune the coefficients of the filter to 
the secondary controlled source, so that it automatically adjusts itself to the environment.
In a duct system, where the cross-sectional area is small so that only the plane wave 
mode propagates through the duct, active sound reduction has been very effective for low 
frequencies [3]. However, in ducts with large cross-sectional areas, higher acoustical modes 
propagate at low frequencies, and the exact plant order and dynamics are unknown [4]. This 
motivates the need for a controller algorithm that can handle higher modes and is more 
robust. Parallel on-line error path modeling can be performed using an independent random 
noise generator to ensure convergence of the algorithms [5,6]. Filtered-X LMS (Least Mean 
Squares) and RLMS (Recursive Least Mean Squares) are two algorithms that have been used 
recently.
Ren [7] has recently developed a parallel model adaptation scheme for adaptive active 
noise control. This scheme allows the use of an HR filter rather than just a FIR filter. It 
can be used either with a constant or an asymptotically vanishing gain. The latter allows
1
the filter coefficients to converge. To improve robustness, one can project the parameter 
estimates onto a convex compact set. This bounds the parameter estimates, which prevents 
instability resulting from parameter drift [8]. Another robustness scheme uses a relative dead- 
zone, where the basic idea is to stop estimation at time instants when the error, appropriately 
normalized, is smaller in magnitude than a certain threshold. This prevents instability due 
to large reference inputs or adaptive gains [8].
Three “parallel model” adaptation schemes with applications to output error identifica­
tion and adaptive noise cancellation are described in Chapter 2. Six gradient-type algorithms, 
including Ren’s and RLMS, are shown. In Chapter 3, the results of preliminary simulations 
are provided for parallel model adaptive noise cancellation using Ren’s controller algorithm. 
The simulation packages used are ISIM and SIMNON. The three “parallel model” adaptation 
schemes have been implemented on an actual duct and in an open room using a TMS320C30 
processor board. All of the six controller algorithms have been applied. Their performances 
are reported in Chapter 4 for the duct, and in Chapter 5 for an open room. We note that 
the “open” room is a large room with many objects, e.g, desks, chairs, and several other 
noise sources, the air conditioner unit, other human beings, etc. Chapter 6 provides the 
conclusions of this thesis and discusses future research possibilities.
2
C H A P T E R  2
P A R A L L E L  M O D E L  A D A P T A T IO N  SC H E M E S  
A N D  G R A D IE N T - T Y P E  A D A P T IV E  
A L G O R IT H M S
Three “parallel model” adaptation schemes described by Ren [7], and shown in Figures 2.1 
to 2.31, are investigated in this thesis. In the “parallel model” configuration, the unknown 
system is connected in parallel with a tunable (or partly tunable and partly unknown) system 
using the same input. The aim is to use an adaptation algorithm to adjust the tunable (or 
partially tunable) system so that its output is close to the output of the unknown system, 
regardless of any disturbance existing which is stochastically uncorrelated with the input. 
All of the unknown systems are assumed to be stable, linear and time invariant. The input 
to the parallel model is s(t), and v(t) is the disturbance, which can be arbitrary with the 
exception that {u(2)} and {s(i)} are uncorrelated.
2.1 Schem e A
This problem is an output error identification scheme. G(q~1) is the unknown system 
that is to be identified. The measurable signals are the input signal s(t) and the output z(t) 
of G(q~1)1 which is corrupted by the noise v(t). The adaptation goal is to tune K(q~11t ) so 
that its output, y(t), closely matches z(t).
*A11 figures are shown at the end o f the chapters.
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2.2 Schem e B
This is an adaptive feed-forward control scheme, where P(q~l ) is the unknown plant 
whose input is y(t), and output is e{t). The output e{t) is corrupted by the mutually 
uncorrelated disturbances v{t) and m(t), where v(t) is the uncancellable disturbance, and 
m(t) is the contribution of s(t) through G{q~1). The measurable signals are e(t) and x(t), 
which is related to s(t) through H{q~1)1 and G{q~1) and H(q~1) are stable, linear, and time 
invariant systems. The aim is to adapt K(q~1,t) so that m(t) is cancelled from e(t), i.e., so 
that e{t) matches v(t) as closely as possible.
Throughout this thesis, the speed of sound is taken to be 340 m/s and the pure delays 
are calculated by
Define
{distance in meters)(sampling frequency in Hertz)
340 m/s
(2.1)
(2.2)
e(t) =  m{t) -  y{t) + v(t), 
x{t) =  H iq - 'W t) ,  
m(t) =
e ( t ) - v ( t )  =  ^ l x (t) -  P{q-l )y(t),
-a+h P¿ /  ^ _vPnHnGd ¡ ^
=  9 9 rTp xW - g  Pp r  y(0.■tln'-rd*d ¿a-tln^d
H nGdPd(e(t) -  v(t)) =  q~9+hH dGnP-
This can be collapsed as
¿ (< r‘)(e(t) -  «(<)) =  q-kD(q-1)x(t) + q-<‘B(q- l )y(t) 
where y4(?_1), D(q~x), and B(q~x) are polynomials defined as
A(<T') = (2.3)
4
B iq -1) = —PnHnGdl (2.4)
D{q~l ) = HdGnPd, (2.5)
k = g -  h, (2.6)
d =  p. (2.7)
B(q 1) =  bo ■+■ • • • 4- biq (2.8)
D(q~1) =  do +  • • • +  dnq n.
The assumptions used here are
Al. G^g“1), P(q~1)1 H(q~1) are stable rational transfer functions.
A2. P(<?-1) is minimum phase.
A3. The nonminimum phase zeros of H(q~1) are also the zeros of G(q~1).
A4. The number of pure delays of H P  is less than or equal to that of G, i.e., d < k.
2.3 Schem e C
Scheme C is the adaptive active noise cancelling problem. G(q~1)1 H(q~1)1 P(q~x), and 
F(q~1) are all unknown systems. The goal is to adapt to all of them by tuning K(q~11t). The 
measurable signals are x(t) and e(t), where x(t) is a signal related to s(t) through H(q *) 
and contaminated by the contribution of y(t) through F(q~1). The error signal e(t) is the 
sum of two signals y(t) and v(t), the uncancellable disturbance, corrupted by m(t), where 
m(t) is a signal related to s(t) through G(9_1). The adaptation goal is to cancel m(t) so 
that e(t) can be made as close to v(t) as possible.
Define
G(q-l ) = q H(q- ') = q-h
Hn
H i
F(q~') =  q P(q- 1) =  q (2.9)
5
e(t) = G(q 1)<s(i) — P(q ^ ( t )  +  u(*),
=  # (9 -1M 0  + F(g_1)y(0,
« ( 0 "  *W =  f p y ? * " 9* «  ~  ( V X ^  + p(9 ' 1)q' j
HdGnFjPj-.-j, / , Pr>HnGdFd v\
~  H„GdFdPdq X(t) \ H nGdFdPd9 + HnGdFdPdq ) m ’ 
HnGdFdPd(e(t) -  v(t)) = HdG„FdPdqh~s x(t) -  (HdGnFnPdqh"s- /  +  PnHnGdFdq->) y(i).
This can be written as
^(9_1)(e(<) -  *>(<)) =  «-‘D ( r 1)*W +
where A(q~*), D(q~1), and B(q 1) are polynomials defined by
and
Let
and
4(<r>) =  HnGdPdFd,
D(q~l ) =  H
q-dB(q-*) =  -  +  PnHnGdFdq-^\ ,
k = - h  + g.
B(q  *) =  &o 4* * * * +  beq
D(q~1) =  do +  * * * +  dn<? n.
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
The assumptions used here are the same as in Scheme B, i.e., A2 to A4, except that A1 
is modified to the following:
Al'. G(g-1), P(q~l ), H(q~x), and F{q~l ) are stable rational transfer functions.
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2.4 Controller A lgorithm s
We investigate RLMS (Recursive Least Mean Squares) as well as Ren’s algorithm and 
its variants. Both the all zero (FIR) representation and the pole-zero (HR) representation 
are used for the adaptive filter model. Ren’s algorithm uses prior knowledge about the plant 
and some experimental variables. It also uses vanishing gain and parameter projection in 
the update equations, which allows for some robustness.
Six cases are investigated. In all of the cases, <j>{t) is the regressor vector, 0(t) is the 
estimated parameter set, y(t) is the controller output, x(t) represents the input to the con­
troller, e(t) is the error signal used to update parameters, and fi is the step size that has to 
be positive.
Case 1:
This is the RLMS algorithm with the adaptive filter model restricted to an FIR repre­
sentation
<f>(t-l) =  [x ( t ) , . . . , x ( t - n )]T,
where n is the filter length, and
0(t) =  [d0( t ) , . . . ,d n(t)]T, 
y(t) =  <j>T(t -  l)0(t -  1),
0(t) =  0(t — 1) + <f>{t — l)fie(t).
Case 2:
Vanishing gain is used in the update equation of RLMS. This is the same as Case 1 with 
the modified update equation:
9(t) = 6{t -  1) +
7
r ( i - l )  =  r (* — 2) + 1)||2,
r ( - l )  =  1.
Case 3:
This is an RLMS algorithm with the adaptive filter model given by an IIR representation,
=  [ y ( t - l ) , . . . , y { t - n ) , x ( t ) , . . . , x ( t - n ) ] T,
0(t) = [bi(t) , . . . ,  bn(t), doit) , . . . ,  dn{t)]T,
where n is the filter length, and
Q(t) =  0(t -  1) +  <t>(t -  l)/ze(t),
y(t) =  (f>T(t -  1 )<f>(t -  1).
Case 4:
Vanishing gain is used in the update equation of RLMS. This is the same as Case 3 with 
a modified update equation:
0(t) =  0{t -  1) +  ^  _ 1y/ie(t),
r ( t - l )  =  r(t — 2) +  \\<f>(t — 1)||2,
K - i )  =  L
8
Case 5:
This algorithm was developed by Ren [7], and is applied to Schemes B and C for the active 
noise control implementation. Prior knowledge of distances between sources and sensors in 
the duct and the sampling frequency used during experimentation is required. Each time the 
sampling frequency is changed, the number of filter coefficients and pure delays in the system 
(i.e., parameters used in the algorithm) has to be changed. The algorithm uses parameter 
projection and vanishing gain in its update equation. The adaptive filter is taken to be a 
general pole-zero HR model.
The control is given by minimum variance feed-forward control:
B(q- l )y(t) +  = 0.
By the phase wa filter of length m  is used,” we mean that G(q~l ), H(q~l ), and P(q *), 
or G(q~1)i H(q~l ), F (g_1), and P(g_1), are each taken to have m  poles and m zeros for 
Schemes B or C, respectively. Here,
(j>(t) =  [t/(*)> •. •, y(t -  ¿), x(t -  k +  d), . . .  ,x{t -  k +  d -  n)]T ,
0{t) =  [&o? • • • * ^Oj • • • ? ^n] 5
y(t) =  —— [b\y{i — 1) 4* • • • +  biy(t — l) -f dox(t — k +  d) +  • • • +  dnx{t — k +  d — n)^ , 
bo v
r ( t - d )  =  r(t — d -  1) +  -  d)\\2, r ( -d )  =  1,
and
m  = F- d + tJt Ho •
Above, F(-) denotes the projection onto a convex compact set M.  The true parameters are 
assumed to be in M , and 6o ^  0 for all 0 € M.
The quantities £, n, fc, and d are calculated using Equations (2.2) to (2.8), or (2.9) to 
(2.14), for Schemes B or C, respectively.
9
Case 6:
This is the same as Case 5 except that the parameter update equation does not use 
vanishing gain, i.e.,
0(t) =  F(0(t -  1) +  cf>(t -  d)fie(t)).
N ote: Cases 3 and 4 are simply Cases 6 and 5, respectively, with d =  1, bo — 1, and i  — n.
Figure 2.1: Scheme A: Output error identification.
10
v(t)
Figure 2.2: Scheme B: Adaptive feedforward control.
F igure 2.3: Scheme C: Adaptive active noise cancelling with input contamination.
11
C H A P T E R  3
SIM U L A T IO N S F O R  A C T IV E  N O IS E  
C A N C E L L A T IO N
Extensive simulations have been performed to investigate the performance of Ren’s algo­
rithm (Case 5) on an active noise cancellation setup in a duct, using the implementation of 
Scheme C. ISIM and SIMNON are the two simulation packages used. Scheme C is applied 
to active noise cancellation in a duct. The duct system description used for simulations 
does not correspond to the actual duct that is used later in this thesis for experimentation. 
When the actual duct is used, large matrices result during the computation for the adaptive 
controller. ISIM is unable to handle matrices with more than 15 elements. Therefore, the 
duct description used for simulations is that for a smaller duct.
3.1 D uct and Controller A lgorithm  U sed for Sim ulations
An acoustical element may be modeled as a pure delay for frequencies low enough to 
ensure plane wave propagation. The delay is represented by a number of discrete time steps 
which depend upon the duct length and sampling frequencies [2]. The simulation duct system 
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and its block diagram is given by Figure 3.2. It uses
distancep 
distanceg 
distance j 
distanceh
= 0.425 m, 
=  1.0625 m, 
=  0.6375 m, 
=  0.0 m.
Equation (2.1) is used to calculate delay in discrete time steps,
Tg =  5,
12
Tf = 3,
Tp =  2,
Tn =  0,
and
G(<T*) =  0.6«T5,
P(q-' )  =  0.9<T2,
F (g -1) =  0.8?-3,
=  1.
Using Equations (2.9) to (2.14),
h =  5,
d = 2,
£»(9- ‘) =  0.6,
S (9- 1) =  -[0.48z-6 +  0.9],
£ =  6, n =  0.
The adaptive algorithm of Case 5 applied to the simulation duct system can be written as 
the following:
0O =  True Parameter Set =  [—0.9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, —0.48, 0.6]T,
0(f) =  [¿0, • * • > ¿6? ^ o]T?
9(t) =  0(t - 1) +
r ( i - 2 )  =  r(i — 3) +  \\<t>(t — 2)||J, r ( -2 )  = 1,
y(t) =  —-~r[6iy(i — !) + ••• +  b$y(t — 6) + d^xit 3)], 6o ^  0.
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A threshold value is chosen such that ||6o|| > threshold value, which assures that &o ^  0 for 
all time.
The exact controller transfer function can be written as
It has poles at
K(q- ')  =
0.6q~3
0.9 + o 4^ 00 ►O 1
-0.7799 ± ¿0.4503,
0 ± 0.9005,
0.77799 ± ¿0.4563.
Since all of the poles are inside the unit circle, the controller is a stable system. 
The input used is s(t) =  sin(27r60£) + sin(27rl00£) +  sin(27r200£).
3.2 ISIM  R esu lts
ISIM simulates discrete time systems [9]. Simulations are done to see how the initial 
values 0(0), the threshold value for 6o? and the step size are related, and affect performance. 
There is an optimal step size which results in the fastest convergence to the smallest value 
of error value. This value is found by doing repeated simulations and depends upon input, 
initial values of 0(i), and threshold value for b0. If a step size is either smaller or larger than 
the optimal /¿, convergence is slower and to larger e(t) signals.
The threshold value of bo can be chosen to be very small, i.e., 0.005. The true value 
of fe0 is -1 and if the initial b0 value is given as 1, bursting results for small /x as shown in 
Figure 3.3, because b0 is changing slowly and moves towards a negative number. At some 
times, the magnitude of bo becomes very small, which makes y(t) a large number, resulting 
in bursting. For the same case, if a larger /x (/x =  10) is chosen, bo changes to a negative sign 
instantaneously, which avoids small magnitudes of 6o, as is shown in Figure 3.4. Again for 
the same case using a small /x, if the threshold value of bo is increased to 2, bursting does 
not occur.
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If a threshold value of bo is fixed so that bursting is avoided for all /z, and if 0(0) is chosen 
close to the actual parameter set, a small /z is optimal. If 0(0) is far from the true parameter 
vector, the optimal fi is a larger number. These are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In ISIM, 
the step size can be increased to extremely large numbers (e.g., 30000), and the error still 
decreases and the parameters converge. This is shown in Figure 3.7. For the particular 
sinusoidal input, the parameters do not converge to the actual values. Their limiting values 
depend upon the size of the compact set being used for parameter projection. In Figure 3.7, 
the compact set chosen is large (the magnitude of all parameters other than bo has to be less 
than 30000, and b0 has to be between 0.9 and 30000) which allows large parameter values. 
The compact set can be decreased so that the parameters are forced to be smaller.
3.3 SIM N O N  R esults
SIMNON allows us to combine discrete and continuous subsystems [10]. The input s(t) 
is generated in continuous time. The output signals H , P , F , G and the adaptive filter 
(subsystems) are generated in discrete time. All inputs and outputs to all subsystems are 
linked in continuous time.
Similar to ISIM results, SIMNON results also show that there is an optimal step size 
which leads to fastest convergence to the smallest error. This optimal step size is dependent 
upon the input, initial value of 0(0), and the threshold value of bo. The transient behavior 
of the error signal depends upon the step size, the initial value of 6(t), and the threshold 
value of bo.
The difference between SIMNON and ISIM is that SIMNON does not allow large over­
shoots and bursting. It treats them like cases where the controller blows up. For cases where 
60’s threshold value is small in magnitude, and small /i is used so that large y values are 
produced, SIMNON results blow up, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Unlike ISIM, very large 
step sizes cannot be used. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show divergence for /z = 15.7, and convergence 
for /z =  15.6, respectively.
15
Note: disth = 0
_____________________ distg = 1.0625 m
Figure 3.1: Simulation duct system.
16
Figure 3.2: Block diagram for simulation duct system.
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Figure 3.3: ISIM, 0(0) =  [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.6, 1]T, \l =  0.2, |60| > 0.005 (a) Error signal, 
e(t) (i) Time: 0 to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000 (b) Plant output, z(t).
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Figure  3.4: ISIM, 0(0) =  [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.6, 1]T, n =  10, |60| > 0.005 (a) Error signal, 
e(t) (i) Time: 0 to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000 (b) Plant output, z[t).
19
(b)
F igure 3.5: ISIM, 0(0) =  [-1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0 .6 , 1]T, p =  1, |&o| > 0 .9  (a) Error signal, 
e(t) (i) Time: 0 to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000 (b) Plant output, z(t).
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Figure 3.6: ISIM, 0(0) =  [-60, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -5 , 1]T, ¡t =  100, [&o| >  0.9
(a) Error signal, e(í) (i) Time: 0 to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000 (b) Parameters, 9(t)
(i) Time: 0 to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000.
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Figure  3.7: ISIM, 0(0) =  [-1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0 .6 , 1]T, n =  30000, |4o| > 0.9 (a) Error 
signal, e(í) (i) Time: 0 to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000 (b) Parameters, 0(f) (i) Time: 0 
to 5000 (ii) Time: 4800 to 5000.
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4 .
(a)
(b)
F igure  3.8: SIMNON, 0(0) =  [-1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0 .6 , 1]T, p =  15.7, |&o| > 0.9 (a) Error 
signed, e(t) (b) Parameters, 0(t).
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Figure  3.9: SIMNON, 0(0) =  [-1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0 .6 , 1]T, n =  15.6, |6o| > 0.9 (a) Error 
signal, e(t) (b) Parameters, 9(t).
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C H A P T E R  4
A C T IV E  N O IS E  C A N C E L L A T IO N  IN  A  D U C T
The three schemes discussed in Chapter 2 have been applied to an active noise control 
system in a duct. Loudspeakers, microphones, digital signal processor, analog to digital 
(A/D) converters, digital to analog (D/A) converters, and other electronics are used to 
generate an acoustical wave to cancel undesired noise at the end of the duct.
All of the experiments were conducted at the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Re­
search Laboratory.
4.1 Hardware D escription
4.1.1 T he duct
The duct is constructed from 1 inch (nominal) plywood with a 0.5 inch (nominal) ma­
sonite lining. It is 3.05 meters long, 1 meter wide, and 0.5 meter high, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.1. One end of the duct is closed with an end piece, which is made of the same 
materials as the walls of the duct. The end piece has two circular holes at the coordinate 
locations (0.25, 0.25, 0.0) and (0.75, 0.25, 0.0), where two 12-inch Jensen loudspeakers are 
mounted. The two loudspeakers (primary noise sources) are connected in series and are 
driven by either a sine wave generator or a white noise generator, through a power amplifier. 
The other end of the duct is left open. A microphone, which is one of the two possible sen­
sors, is located at the end of the duct, at the location (0.50, 0.25, 3.05), to measure the sound 
level at that point in the duct. For Schemes B and C, a hole on one side of the duct allows 
an 8-inch Jensen speaker (secondary speaker) to be mounted at the coordinate location (0,
0.25, 1.65). The 8-inch speaker is driven by the digital signal processor through a power
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amplifier. The duct used in this experiment has a large cross-sectional area and, therefore, 
allows higher-order acoustical modes to propagate even at low frequencies [3]. The cutoff 
frequencies for several modes of the duct are calculated in Messinides [11], and are listed in 
Figure 4.2.
The “plant” represents the system from the primary source (power amplifier and pri­
mary speaker), through the duct, to the microphone at the open end of the duct (output 
microphone for Scheme A, and error microphone for Schemes B and C). The “error path” 
represents the system from the secondary source (power amplifier and secondary speaker) 
through the duct to the microphone at the open end of the duct. The noise in the room, 
u(t), measured by the microphone with no input, has a magnitude of about ±  14 mV and is 
shown in Figure 4.3.
4.1.2 TM S320C 30 processor board
The adaptive filter is implemented on a TMS320C30 real-time system board whose hard­
ware, illustrated in Figure 4.4, is based on a Texas Instruments TMS320C30 Digital Signal 
Processor with two channels of high-speed analog I/O, and 128K words of high-speed static 
RAM on board. The TMS32C30 is a 32-bit floating point digital signal processor that runs 
at a 33.33 M Hz clock rate, and has eight 40-bit accumulators. The DSP board has two IK 
x 32-bit RAM blocks on chip memory that operate at the full processor speed with zero wait 
state, and 4K x 32-bit ROM block on chip memory.
The TMS320C30 board has dual channel 16-bit A/D and D/A systems which can sample 
up to 200 kHz. It allows inputs and outputs in the ±  3 V range. The input channels include 
sample/hold amplifiers, and both input and output channels are buffered through 4th-order 
Sallen-Key low-pass filters. An on-chip counter/timer is used to clock all four A/D and D/A 
devices. For a more detailed description of the board and the processor, we refer the reader 
to [12].
The board is connected to an IBM PC using the PC/AT 16-bit bus interface. The software 
that controls the board is written in assembly language. There are two Debug Monitors,
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SDS30 and MON30, that are used to control the board. They load the assembly language 
programs to the board, run them, and provide tools to debug them. During the debug 
process, the program can be executed one instruction at a time, or a block of instructions 
at a time, or at full speed. The register and memory contents can be checked and changed. 
A description of the commands of the Debug Monitors is given in [13], and the assembly 
language is described in [14].
4.2 T he Procedure for A ssem bling and E xecuting a Program
1. The assembly language program is saved as a text file (with a .asm extension).
2. The program is assembled using the TI assembler by typing
asm 30 V/,l.asm V/,l.obj % \ l . l s t  -x -s
An object file containing all the symbols used and a list file with a cross-reference table 
are generated.
3. The TI linker is used to link the program by typing 
Ink 30 \% l.obj map.cmd -o l .o b j \3 U .ls t  -x -s
An executable object code file (with an obj extension) in COFF (Common Object File 
Format) and a map file sharing the programs use of memory are produced.
4. The object file is passed through the sorting program (300QSORT) by typing 
C30qsort \7 ,l .o u t
A sorted symbol file for use by the SDS30 is generated which enables the SDS30 Debug 
Monitor to be used.
5. Type
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SDS30
to use the SDS30 Debug Monitor or 
M0N30
to use the MON30 Debug Monitor.
The software for the board comes with a memory map file (map.cmd) which is used by the 
TI linker to assign memory locations to different sections of an assembly language program. 
The original memory map file stored data in external one-wait state RAM memory which 
results in a significant execution time penalty when using the data. Therefore, the memory 
map file is altered to enable the data to reside in the internal zero-state memory which allows 
faster calculations and larger filter lengths. The map file is listed in Appendix A.
4.3 Schem e A  Im plem entation
The experimental setup for Scheme A is shown in Figure 4.5, and the equivalent block 
diagram is given in Figure 4.6. The input s(t) is fed to the primary source and is also 
fed directly to the microprocessor through an A/D converter. The microprocessor uses the 
input to calculate the adaptive filter output, y(t). A microphone is used to pick up the 
signal z(t) at the end of the duct. It represents the output of the system plant corrupted 
by noise, u(f), and is to be identified. The microprocessor calculates the difference signal 
e(t) between the plant output and adaptive filter output. The adaptive filter uses e(i) to 
update its coefficients so that its output closely matches the plant output. The Recursive 
Least Mean Squares algorithm is used for FIR and HR adaptive filter representations and 
the algorithm equations are given by Cases 1 and 3, respectively. .
Experiments on Scheme A are split into three parts. The aim of the first part is to 
match the plant output by the adaptive filter output for sinusoidal inputs. The frequencies 
of the input are between 200 Hz and 1 kHz. The Recursive Least Mean Squares algorithm
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is implemented for FIR and HR controller representations. The FIR and the HR filters use 
a filter length of 16 and a sampling frequency of 8138 Hz. The error signal converges for all 
frequencies. However, the speed of convergence and magnitude of the converged e(t) signal 
vary for different input frequencies and step sizes. The smaller the step size, the slower the 
convergence. If the step size is chosen too large, the controller blows up. For each input, the 
optimal step size is determined by experimentation. Different acoustical modes are excited 
in the duct at different input frequencies, leading to a different representation for the duct 
at each input frequency. At some input frequencies, the controller works well, while, at 
other frequencies, the performance deteriorates, because, at some frequencies, the model for 
the adaptive filter is able to generate an output similar to the duct output, but at other 
frequencies, the actual plant model is such that the particular representation of the adaptive 
filter is unable to match the plant output.
Even though the output of the adaptive filter closely matches the output of the duct, it 
does not imply that the adaptive filter coefficients converge to the true values. To test how 
well the adaptive filter matches the true plant, different transfer functions, representing the 
plant, are programmed into the microprocessor, and Gaussian white noise (a persistently 
exciting signal) is used as an input to the TMS320C30 processor board. The experimental 
setup implemented is shown in Figure 4.7. The RLMS algorithm is used for a FIR and IIR 
representation. If the actual plant used has an FIR representation, then the coefficients of 
the FIR adaptive filter converge exactly to the coefficients of the actual plant. If the actual 
plant has an IIR representation, the coefficients of the IIR adaptive filter converge to very 
close approximations to the coefficients of the actual plant.
The experimental setup given in Figure 4.5 is implemented with a Gaussian white noise 
input. The RLMS algorithm is implemented for a FIR and IIR representation. Figures 4.8 
and 4.9 show the results of FIR and IIR models, respectively, for a sampling frequency of 
2034 Hz, and a filter length of 128 taps. The step size for both the FIR and the IIR cases is 
1 x 10-4, and the magnitude of error decreases by a factor of ten. Different filters lengths 
have been tried for the FIR and IIR filters. If a filter length smaller than 128 taps is used,
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the error is not significantly attenuated. If a filter length larger than 128 taps is used, the 
error decreases approximately by the same amount as the 128-tap filter. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the true transfer function of the plant is approximately given by a 128-tap 
filter that can be represented by either an HR or FIR configuration.
4.4 Schem e B Im plem entation
In Schemes B and C, the microprocessor represents the adaptive filter. It uses a measure 
of the input signal and sends an output to the secondary source such that the acoustic wave 
generated by the secondary source cancels the primary sound field at the error microphone.. 
The error microphone at the mouth of the duct senses the residual error, which is a super­
position of sound from the primary and secondary sources, and is used by the controller to 
update the coefficients of the adaptive filter. Note that the error signal is an acoustical ad­
dition of sound from the primary and secondary sources. Error is conventionally represented 
as the difference between the outputs of the plant and error path. Therefore, the update 
equations of all the algorithms given have to be modified to incorporate this difference.
Conventionally, e = z — y, and the update equation is given as
0(t -|- 1) =  9(t) -|- ae<j>(t)
=  0(t) + a(z -  y)(f>(t),
where a =  /i or a — r({!_d) and y models z.
In Schemes B and C,
e =  z +  y.
The update equation is modified to
0(t +  1) =  0(t) — ae<t>(t)
=  9{t) -  a(z +  y)<f>(t)
=  0(t) +  a ( -z  -  y)<f){t).
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So y models “—z”. This alteration is valid [15].
The experimental setup for Scheme B, shown in Figure 4.10, with the equation block 
diagram given in Figure 4.11, has been implemented. The input, s(t), is taken from a sine 
wave generator and is fed directly to the board (i/(<7-1) =  1) and to the primary source. 
The output of the adaptive filter, y(t), drives the secondary source. The error signal used 
by the microprocessor to update the adaptive filter is obtained from the error microphone.
All six controller algorithms (Case 1 to Case 6) described in Chapter 2 have been imple­
mented.
Cases 1 and 2:
The adaptive filter is restricted to an all zero (FIR) model with a filter length of 32 taps. 
The sampling frequency used is 8138 Hz. Different step sizes were tried. For both algorithms, 
with and without the vanishing gain normalization r(t — 1), the error signal is not attenuated, 
but is corrupted for most frequencies. The signal y(t) the controller sends to the secondary 
source is unable to cancel the primary signal, and the error is a distorted signal as shown 
in Figure 4.12. For a few input frequencies, e.g., 404 Hz, the error diverges. The signal y(t) 
keeps on increasing till it clips at i  3 V (because of the board restrictions) and the error 
diverges, as shown in Figure 4.13. Similar results were obtained for different filter lengths. 
It is concluded that the duct system with primary and secondary sources cannot be modeled 
with an all zero representation.
Cases 3 and 4:
The adaptive filter is allowed to be a pole-zero (HR) model with 16 taps. The sampling 
frequency used is 8138 Hz. For both algorithms with and without the vanishing gain nor­
malization r(t — 1), for some frequencies, e.g., 364 Hz, 547 Hz, 732 Hz, and 1200 Hz, the 
error converges close to the magnitude of the noise u(£) at the error microphone. The speed 
of convergence, the final magnitude of the error signal, and the optimal step size change 
with the input frequency. The differences between the algorithms that use and do not use
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r(t — 1) are that the convergence rate is slower, and the final value is slightly larger for the 
algorithm with r(t — 1). This is evident in the comparison example shown in Figures 4.14 
and 4.15 for the algorithms with and without r(t — 1), respectively. The input frequency is
364.3 Hz, and step sizes are 1 x 10“5 and 8 for Cases 3 and 4, respectively. For both cases, 
the step size used gave the best results.
For other frequencies, e.g., 404 Hz, 470 Hz, and 1648 Hz, the error diverges for both 
cases. Increasing or decreasing filter lengths does not change this result, as is evident in 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 which use filter lengths of 8 and 32, respectively, for Case 3. The 
two examples use an input frequency of 404 Hz, step sizes of 1 x 10-5 (Figure 4.16) and 
1 x 10”6 (Figure 4.17). The difference in implementing Cases 3 and 4 is that error blows up 
instantaneously for the algorithm with r(t — 1). For the case in which r(i — 1) is used, error 
diverges at a slow rate and approaches a steady-state value. Figure 4.18 shows an example 
of this case.
The reason for slower convergence and a slightly large error for the case using r(t — 1) is 
that r{t — 1) is a function that increases with time. After a few iterations, the coefficients of 
the adaptive filter change very little because of the r(t — 1) term in the denominator of the 
update equation, and the coefficients are forced to converge to some values even if they are 
not the ideal values.
The algorithms of Cases 3 and 4 do not work at some frequencies because the particular 
description of the adaptive filter is unable to model the actual system.
Cases 5 and 6:
The algorithms require a prior knowledge of distances between sources and sensors in the 
duct, which are illustrated in Figure 4.19. The microprocessor has a limit on the number 
of computations done in a fixed interval of time. When parameter projection is done, the 
number of computations increases, leading to the use of a slower sampling frequency. To 
avoid this problem, for Scheme B, projection is not used, i.e.,
F(-) = 7.
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Different filter lengths and sampling frequencies were investigated. Note that H(q *) =  1 
with Th =  0.
1. Sampling frequency =  8138 Hz,
G and P  each have 8 zeros and 8 poles,
B(q~1) =  6o +  b\q~l +  • • • +  &14 <Z-14>
D(q~l ) =  do +  d\q~l +  • • • +  di4<jf~14, 
n =  14, /  =  14,
rp =  34, Tg = 74, d =  34, K  =  74.
2. Sampling frequency =  8138 Hz,
G and P  each have 16 zeros and 16 poles,
B(q~l ) =  +  b\q_1 +  • • • +  ¿30? 30>
D(<jr_1) =  do +  d\q~l +  • • • +  d^oq“30, 
n =  30, £ =  30,
Tp =  34, r5 =  74, d =  34, K  =  74.
3. Sampling frequency =  4069 Hz,
G and P  each have 8 zeros and 8 poles,
B(q~l ) =  +  b\ q~l +  • • • +  buq~lA,
D(q~x) =  do + d\q~l +  • • • +  di4^ -14, 
n =  14, £ =  14,
rp =  17, t 9 = 37, d =  17, i f  =  37.
4. Sampling frequency =  4069 Hz,
G and P  each have 16 zeros and 16 poles,
B(q-1) — bo + b\q~l + • * * +  b^oz 30,
D(q~1) =  do +  d\q~l +  • • • + d30q 30, 
n =  30, i  =  30,
rp =  17, Tg = 37, d =  17, K  =  37.
For frequencies in the 200 Hz to 1600 Hz range, the error for all four implementations 
converges for both Cases 5 and 6. However, the convergence rate and final error value 
change for different input frequencies. The fastest convergence to the smallest error is for
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fs =  8138 Hz, and filter length of 16 taps. The slowest convergence to the largest error is 
for fs =  4069 Hz and filter length of 8 taps. These are shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. 
A faster sampling frequency implies that more data are received, and is thus put out by 
the controller to cancel sound in a certain time interval. Therefore, the controller responds 
faster and with more accuracy, leading to better performance. Performance of an adaptive 
controller improves if the size of the adaptive filter model is close to the size of the plant 
being estimated [4]. The 16-tap filter performed better as compared to the 8-tap filter, which 
implies that the actual plant model is more accurately represented by a 16-tap filter.
As observed for Cases 3 and 4, and illustrated in Figure 4.22, when r(t — 1) is used 
in the update equation, the convergence rate is slower and the final error is slightly larger 
as compared to the implementations without r(t — 1) (Figure 4.23). The optimal step 
size changes for different input frequencies, sampling rates, and filter lengths, and is found 
experimentally.
From the experimental results of Scheme B, it is evident that the variant of Ren’s algo­
rithm without r(t — 1) produces the best results. The RLMS algorithm is unable to control 
sound at the input frequency 404 Hz (Figure 4.16). The algorithm of Case 6 is used, and 
the error signal converges approximately to the magnitude of v(t) (Figure 4.24). Ren’s algo­
rithm uses prior knowledge of the duct dimensions, which results in a more accurate model 
for the duct as compared to that for the RLMS algorithm. Ren’s algorithm uses r(t — 1) 
in its update equation, which slows the response of the controller. Therefore, the algorithm 
described in Case 6 is most suited for Scheme B.
4.5 Schem e C Im plem entation
The experimental setup for Scheme C, shown in Figure 4.25, with the equivalent block 
diagram given by Figure 4.26, is implemented. A signal s(t) is fed to the primary source 
from a sinusoidal generator. The input x(t) to the microprocessor is obtained from an input 
microphone placed right in front of one of the primary source’s speakers (primary speaker 
and input microphone are placed very close so that together the distance between them can
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be taken to be zero) which picks up sound from the primary source corrupted by sound from 
the secondary source. The difference between Schemes B and C is that there is undesirable 
acoustic feedback from the secondary source to the input microphone. The adaptation goal 
is to reduce e(t) to the level of the noise v(t) at the error microphone. The “feedback path” 
represents the system from the secondary source (power amplifier and secondary speaker) 
through the duct to the input microphone.
All six controller algorithms (Cases 1 to 6) described in Chapter 2 were implemented. 
Different error microphone positions were also investigated. The position for the first micro­
phone is (0, 0.25, 3.05) (closest position at the end of the duct to the secondary source).
Cases 1 and 2:
When the adaptive filter is restricted to an FIR representation, the controller blows up. 
The acoustic feedback brings poles into the system, and an FIR adaptive filter is unable to 
control sound in a duct system with acoustic feedback.
Cases 3 and 4:
The adaptive filter is taken to be an HR model. The algorithm, Case 3, without r{t — 1), is 
unable to control the duct system and blows up. The algorithm of Case 4 using r(t — 1) is able 
to control sound. Different filter lengths were experimented with, as shown in Figures 4.27 to 
4.29. For a filter length of 50, the error initially decreases, and then oscillates and increases. 
The filter length is changed to 150. The error and the output of the adaptive filter, y(£), 
keep on increasing until y(t) clips at i  3 V. A moderate filter length of 84 was chosen. 
The error converges, and its magnitude decreases by a factor of 2. After many experiments 
using different filter lengths and input frequencies, the observation was made that there is 
an optimal adaptive filter length which changes with different input frequencies. The filter 
length can be adjusted so that error is cancelled. However, at some frequencies, e.g., 404 Hz, 
the error diverges regardless of the filter length. This is shown in Figure 4.30 for a filter 
length of 84.
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Cases 5 and 6:
A prior knowledge of distances between sources and sensors in the duct is required, which 
is shown in Figure 4.31. Projection is not used when estimating parameters, i.e., P(*) =  1, 
for the same reasons discussed in Section 4.4. The algorithm performance was analyzed for 
different filter lengths and a sampling frequency of 4650 Hz. Note that th is assumed to 
be zero, i.e., H(q~l ) =  The assembly language program code for Scheme C and Case 5 
representation is given in Appendix A.
For a sampling frequency of 4650 Hz,
rp =  19, Tg = 42, Tj =  23, Th =  0, fc =  42, d =  19.
1. Filter length frequency = 16 ,
G, P , H , F  each have 16 zeros and 16 poles,
B(q~1) — + b\q~l +  • • • + 6io6<?-106>
D(q~1) =  do + d\q~l +  • • • +  deoq 60, 
n =  60, i  — 106.
2. Filter length =  25,
G, P , H , F  each have 25 zeros and 25 poles,
B(q~1) =  + b\ q~x +  • • • +  ¿i42^ ~142?
D(q~1) =  do 4* d\q~l +  • • • + d^q  96, 
n =  96, t  — 142.
3. Filter Length =  51,
G, P, H , F  each have 51 zeros and 51 poles,
P(<7_1) =  +  b\q~l  +  • * * +  ¿246<Z 246>
P(<7_ 1) =  +  d\ q~l +  • • • +  ¿2009 20°?
n =  200, t  =  246.
The algorithm described in Case 6, without r(t — d), is unable to control sound in the duct 
system and the controller blows up.
Ren’s algorithm is able to control sound. There is not a significant difference between 
using a filter length of 16 or 24. For some frequencies, the 16-tap filter results in a faster
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convergence to a smaller error, and, at other frequencies, the 24-tap filter results in a better 
performance. There are some frequencies, e.g., 303 Hz, when error oscillates and diverges 
for both the 16- and 24-tap filters. At these frequencies, the 51-tap filter makes the error 
converge, as shown in Figures 4.32 and 4.33. The 51-tap adaptive filter is able to control 
sound at most input frequencies. There are some frequencies at which the 16- and 25-tap 
filters cancel sound, but when the 51-tap filter is used, both y(t) and e(t) keep increasing until 
y(t) clips at ±  3 V. However, the 51-tap filter is able to control sound at more frequencies 
than the 16- and 24-tap filters and has better performance results. Different error microphone 
positions were also investigated, in addition to the position for which the results above were 
obtained. Similar results were obtained for microphone position (0.0, 0.25, 3.05).
When the microphone is moved to (1.0, 0.25, 3.05), (the farthest position from the 
secondary source), the frequencies below 340 Hz are uncontrollable for all six algorithms. 
For frequencies above 340 Hz, the performance of Case 4 for a filter length of 180 taps is the 
best. It is able to reduce e(t) to approximately the magnitude of v(t) at many frequencies. 
Ren’s algorithm, using a 51-tap filter, is able to cancel sound at some frequencies, e.g. 360 Hz, 
420 Hz, and 510 Hz, but not others, e.g., 346 Hz and 407 Hz.
The maximum amplitude output allowed from the Digital Signal Processor board is 
3 V. This is a practical limitation. Large overshoots and the “bursting phenomenon” are 
not allowed. If there is no limitation on the size of y(t), for cases with large overshoots 
or bursting, both y(t) and e(t) increase and eventually converge, as seen from the ISIM 
simulation example shown in Figure 3.1. For this active noise cancellation implementation, 
if the magnitude of y(t) increases beyond 3 V, y(t) is stuck at i  3 V and is unable to 
make e{t) converge. Therefore, from the practical point of view, that particular controller 
does not work. SIMNON results also have magnitude restrictions. Large overshoots and 
bursting are not allowed and appear to be cases where the controller blows up, as shown 
in Figure 3.9. For each input frequency, a different number of acoustical modes at different 
strengths are excited in the duct, which determines the complexity of the duct system. If 
the adaptive filter length chosen is much less than the actual system (Figures 4.27, 4.32, and
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4.33), the controller is unable to cancel the primary sound at the error microphone, because 
it is underestimating the actual system. If the filter length is too large (overestimation) as 
compared to the actual system (Figure 4.28), there might be some large initial overshoots 
in the error response, which are caused by the large unnecessary number of parameters that 
are used to calculate y(t), and initially makes y(t) and e(t) grow. If |j/(f)| increases beyond 
3 V, for this implementation, the controller does not work. Also, in trying to cancel sound, 
other modes can be excited which are uncontrollable, so e(t) will initially decrease and then 
increase.
Analyzing the experimental results of Scheme C for error microphone positions (0.0, 0.25, 
3.05) and (0.5, 0.25, 3.05), Ren’s algorithm has the best performance. The reason is that 
it uses prior knowledge of duct dimensions, which leads to a more accurate model of the 
duct system as compared to RLMS. For the error microphone position (1.0, 0.25, 3.05), the 
variant of the RLMS algorithm using r(t — 1) in its update equation gives the best results. 
The duct width is large, and positioning the microphone at (1.0, 0.25, 3.05) significantly 
changes the distance between the secondary source and the error microphone, which is not 
taken into account when using Ren’s algorithm. Therefore, the filter model generated by 
using Ren’s algorithm is not an accurate model for the duct system.
As the microphone is moved across the width of the duct, farther from the secondary 
speaker, performance, in general, deteriorates. An 8-in speaker is used to control sound from 
two 12-in speakers, and the effect of the 8-in speaker decreases as the point of sound control 
moves farther away from the secondary source. Larger secondary speakers will perform 
better for controlling sound at places that are farther from the secondary source.
4.6 R obustness Techniques
In the experiments performed, it was observed that there is an optimal adaptive filter 
length which changes with different input frequencies. A certain filter length will cancel 
sound at some frequencies but not at other frequencies. This motivates the need for a more
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robust controller. Parameter projection and relative dead-zone are two robustness techniques 
that are analyzed.
Scheme C using Ren’s algorithm (Case 5) was implemented with parameter projection, 
to determine the advantages of parameter projection. Without parameter projection, for the 
input frequency of 303 Hz, error microphone position (0.5, 0.25, 3.05), and using a 16-tap 
filter, Ren’s algorithm blows up, as shown in Figure 4.32. For this case, by doing repeated 
experiments, a compact convex set (the magnitude of all parameters other than bo has to be 
less than 0.09, and b0 has to be between 1 and 100) is found such that |y(f)| < 3 V. Error 
does not converge to a small value, but the controller is prevented from blowing up. For the 
cases in which error converges without projection, using projection gives the same results. 
Parameter projection gives the same results when error converges without projection, and it 
prevents error from blowing up when error diverges without projection.
A dead-beat controller is implemented for Scheme C using Ren’s algorithm (Case 5) 
without parameter projection, i.e., F(-) =  1, adaptive filter length of 51, and sampling 
frequency of 4650 Hz. An advantage of a dead zone is that an insignificant amount of 
extra computation is required. This improves the performance in cases where error would 
otherwise initially decrease and then oscillate and increase, because when error decreases 
to a certain value, the controller is turned off and error remains converged. The drawback 
of using a dead-zone is that it is unable to stop divergence in cases where error keeps on 
increasing.
There are pros and cons in using dead-zone versus parameter projection. A dead-zone 
cannot control sound at all frequencies but does not require significant computation time. 
On the other hand, parameter projection requires a significant amount of computation time 
but is able to prevent error from blowing up.
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(Problem A)
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F i g u r e  4.1: Duct dimensions.
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Mode
(mji)
Cutoff Frequencies 
(Hz)
(1,0) 170.00
(0,1) 340.00
(1,1) 380.13
(2,1) 449.78
(3,1) 612.94
(1,2) 700.93
(2,2) 760.26
(3,2) 850.00
(2,3) 1075.17
(1,3) 1153.00
F i g u r e  4.2: Cutoff frequencies of the experimental duct.
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xlO*3
F i g u r e  4 .3 :  Noise, v(t), picked up by the microphone at the end of the duct (with no input 
to the primary and secondary sources).
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F i g u r e  4.4: Block diagram for TMS320C320 real-time system board [12].
Duct
F i g u r e  4.5: Experimental setup for Scheme A.
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Noise in Room
F i g u r e  4.7: Scheme A with plant representation generated by the microprocessor.
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(b) ~
F i g u r e  4 .8 :  Scheme A, Case 1, for filter length =  128, \l =  1 x 10-4, f s =  2034 Hz, 
X{n =  white noise: (a) Plant output corrupted with noise, z(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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Figure 4.9: Scheme A, Case 3, for filter length =  128, \i — 1 x 10 4, f 3 =  2034 Hz, 
Xin =  white noise: (a) Plant output corrupted with noise, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(i).
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Duct
F i g u r e  4.10: Experimental setup for Scheme B.
Noise In Room
F i g u r e  4.11: Equivalent block diagram for Scheme B.
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F i g u r e  4 .1 2 :  Scheme B, Case 1, for filter length =  32, \i — 1 x 10 5, / ,  =  8138 Hz, 
fin = 470 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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Figure 4.13: Scheme B, Case 1, for filter length =  64, fi =  1 x 10 5, f 3 =  8138 Hz, 
f i n  = 404 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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F i g u r e  4 .1 4 :  Scheme B ,  Case 3, for filter length =  16, \i =  1 x 10 5, / ,  =  8138 Hz, 
f in = 364 Hz: Error signal, e{t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
((i) and (ii) designate two different time sections for the same case.)
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Figure 4.15: Scheme B, Case 4, for filter length =  16, \i =  8, f s =  8138 Hz,
f i n  = 364 Hz: Error signal, e(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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F igure 4.16: Scheme B, Case 3, for filter length =  8, /x =  1 x 10 5, f a =  8138 Hz, 
fin =  404 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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F i g u r e  4 .1 7 :  Scheme B ,  Case 3, for filter length =  32, fi = 1 x 10“6, / ,  =  8138 Hz, 
fin =  404 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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F i g u r e  4 .1 8 :  Scheme B ,  Case 4, for filter length =  8, // — 3, f a —  8138 Hz, — 404 Hz 
(a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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distg = 3.05 m
F i g u r e  4.19: Duct Dimensions for Scheme B..
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Figure 4.20: Scheme B, Case 6, for filter length =  16, n =  1 x 10 5, / ,  =  8138 Hz, 
f i n  =  565 Hz: Error signal, e(t).
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F i g u r e  4 .2 1 :  Scheme B ,  Case 6, for filter length =  8, fi — 1 x 10 5, / ,  =  4069 Hz, 
fin =  565 Hz: Error signal, e(t).
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(ii)
F i g u r e  4 .2 2 :  Scheme B ,  Case 5, for filter length =  16, \i =  9, f s =  8138 Hz, /¿„ =  364 Hz: 
Error signal, e(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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F i g u r e  4 .2 3 :  Scheme B ,  Case 6, for filter length =  16, ¡i =  1 x 10 5, / ,  =  8138 Hz, 
fin =  364 Hz: Error signal, e(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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F i g u r e  4 .2 4 :  Scheme B, Case 6, for filter length =  8, /i =  1 x 10 5, / ,  =  8138 Hz, 
fin =  404 Hz: Error signal, eft) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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F i g u r e  4.25: The experimental setup for Scheme C .
Noise la Room
F i g u r e  4.26: Equivalent block diagram for Scheme C.
F i g u r e  4 .2 7 :  Scheme C, Case 4, for filter length =  50, /z = 0.6, f a =  4650 Hz, /¿n =  487 Hz:
(a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec
(b) Error signal, e(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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F i g u r e  4 .2 8 :  Scheme C, Case 4, for filter length =  150, pi = 0.6, error mic at (0.5, 0.25, 
3.05), f a =  4650 Hz, /,„ =  487 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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(ii)
F i g u r e  4 .2 9 :  Scheme C, Case 4, for filter length =  84, /x =  0.62, error mic at (0.5, 0.25, 
3.05), f a =  4650 Hz, =  487 Hz: Error signal, e(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual 
time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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Figure 4.30: Scheme C, Case 4, for filter length =  84, fi =  0.4, error mic at (0.5, 0.25, 3.05), 
f 9 — 4650 Hz, fin =  404 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec 
(ii) Actual time: 8 to 8.5 sec (b) Error signal, eft) (i) Actual time: 0 to 3 sec (ii) Actual 
time: 8 to 8.5 sec.
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distg = 3.05 m
distf = 1.65 m distp = 1.40 m
Note: disth = 0
F i g u r e  4 .3 1 :  Duct dimensions for Scheme C.
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F i g u r e  4 .3 2 :  Scheme C, Case 5, for filter length =  16, fi =  0.6, error mic at (0.5, 0.25, 
3.05), f s =  4650 Hz, f in =  303 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(t).
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Figure 4.33: Scheme C, Case 5, for filter length =  51, /x = 0.6, error mic at (0.5, 0.25, 
3.05), f s =  4650 Hz, f in =  303 Hz: (a) Adaptive filter output, y(t) (b) Error signal, e(2).
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C H A P T E R  5
A C T IV E  N O IS E  C A N C E L L A T IO N  IN  A  L A R G E
R O O M
Active noise cancellation was also performed in a large room with many objects and 
noise sources. This is also an application of Scheme C. The experimental setup shown in 
Figure 5.1 was implemented using a sine wave generator as the input to the primary source. 
The primary source is placed at a distance of 3.1 m from the error microphone. The primary 
speaker and input microphone are placed close enough so that distance between them is 
taken to be zero. In order to cancel error the secondary source’s location with respect to the 
error microphone has to be changed according to the input frequency. For input frequencies 
in the range 350 Hz to 450 Hz, the secondary speaker is placed 1.15 m away from the error 
microphone. For input frequencies in the range 450 Hz to 520 Hz, the distance between the 
secondary speaker and error microphone is decreased to 0.9 m. When the input frequencies 
are between 520 Hz and 620 Hz, the secondary speaker is placed 0.65 m from the error 
microphone. The only control scheme that works is Case 4 with a filter length of 180. A 
sampling frequency of 4650 Hz is used, and the optimal step size is in the range of 1.0 to 2.0. 
If the secondary source is placed at the correct position according to the input frequency, 
e(t) is attenuated to the magnitude of u(t), the noise at the error microphone without an 
input to the primary source. The general rule of thumb that works for this setup for proper 
attenuation of sound is to move the secondary speaker closer to the error microphone as 
frequency is increased.
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Large Room
F i g u r e  5 .1 : Experimental setup in a large room.
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C H A P T E R  6
C O N C L U S IO N S
The best performance is of the algorithm that is able to model the actual plant most 
accurately. Introducing vanishing gain in the parameter update equation leads to slower 
convergence results, but for applications with acoustical feedback, vanishing gain slows the 
response and allows convergence. By using robustness modifications and a prior knowledge 
of the distances in the duct, the active noise control results improve greatly. The adaptive 
controller is able to control sound at the mouth of the duct even when higher acoustical 
modes are excited.
Considerably more work has to be done in the area of adaptive noise cancellation. In this 
thesis, undesired sound is cancelled only at one point in the duct. An array of microphones 
can be put at the end of the duct to cancel sound at different points simultaneously. The 
secondary source positions can be changed to observe its effect on noise cancelling. Different 
algorithms and setups can be evaluated in a large room to make the positioning of the 
secondary speaker invariant to the input frequency. The secondary source position can be 
varied to see its effects.
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A P P E N D IX
A S S E M B L Y  L A N G U A G E  P R O G R A M S
The assembly language programs map.cmd (memeory map file) and PROB 16 (Scheme
6, Case 5 implementation) are listed.
/ * * * * * * * * * * *  *************************************
* ★
* File: map.cmd ** Date: 15 August, 1993 ★
* Use: fC30 Linker Command File **
* containing Memory Map *if
************************************************* !
/* All Memory is RAM */
MEMORY /* This describes the hardware */
{
/* External SRAM on the Main Board */
VECTS: origin-OOOOOOh length-OCOh
BANKO: origin-OOOODOh length-0FF30h
BANK1: origin-010000h length-lOOOOh
BANK2: origin-020000h length-lOOOOh
BANK3: origin-030000h length-0F400h
/* Part of BankO */
/* Zero-wait */
/* SRAM upgrade option */ 
/* SRAM upgrade option */ 
/* One-wait */
/* Bank 3 is dual-ported between the '030 and the PC.
The length shown is for the default 64Kx4 devices, but 16Kx4 can be used. 
In both cases the top COOh locations are reserved for monitor use.
If the monitor is not used, you can have this area. */
/* Cached DRAM Memory Expansion on Daughter Board * /
EXPAND: origin-400000h length-4OOOOOh /* One of various options */
/* On-chip */
BLOCXOr origin-809800h length-400h 
BLOCKl: origin-809C00h length-400h
SECTIONS / *  Allocates uses to the hardware */
{ .init: {> >VECTS.text: {> >BANKO.data: {> >BLOCKO• bss: {> >BANK3
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 00000000 
10
11 00000000 
12 00000001 
13 00000002
14 00000003
15 00000004
16 00000005
17 00000006
18 00000007
19 00000008
20 00000009
21 0000000a
22 0000000b
23
24
25
26
27 00000000
28 00000000 
29 00000001 
30 00000002
31 00000003
32 00000004
33 00000005
34 00000006
35 00000007
36 00000008
37 00000009
38 0000000a
39 0000000b
40 0000000C
41 OOOOOOOd
42 0000000e
43 OOOOOOOf44 00000010
45 00000011
46 00000012
47 00000013
48 00000014
49 00000015
50 00000016
51 00000017
52 00000018
53 00000019
54 0000001a
55 0000001b
*************************************************
* File: PROB16.LST *
* Date: 15 August, 1993
* Use: Problem C, Case 5 *********
*** Interrupt Vectors at address 0 ***
00000000'RESET 
00000000'INTO 
00000013'INTI 
00000000'INT2 
00000000'INT3 
00000000'XINTO 
00000000'RINTO 
00000000'XINT1 
00000000'RINT1 
00000000'TINTO 
00000000'TINTI 
00000000'DINT
80000000 X 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 . 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000
.sect ". init"
.word START
.word START
.word ISR
.word START
.word START
.word START
.word START
.word START
.word START
.word START
.word START
.word START
a, Section at address
.data
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
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56 0000001c 80000000 .float 0.0
57 OOOOOOld 80000000 .float 0.0
58 OOOOOOle 80000000 .float 0.0
59 OOOOOOlf 80000000 •float 0.0
60 00000020 80000000 .float 0.0
61 00000021 80000000 .float 0.0
62 00000022 80000000 .float 0.0
63 00000023 80000000 .float 0.0
64 00000024 80000000 .float 0.0
65 00000025 80000000 .float 0.0
66 00000026 80000000 .float 0.0
67 00000027 80000000 .float 0.0
68 00000028 80000000 .float 0.0
69 00000029 80000000 .float 0.0
70 0000002a 80000000 .float 0.0
71 0000002b 80000000 .float 0.0
72 0000002c 80000000 .float 0.0
73 0000002d 80000000 •float 0.0
74 0000002e 80000000 .float 0.0
75 0000002f 80000000 .float 0.0
76 00000030 80000000 .float 0.0
77 00000031 80000000 .float 0.0
78 00000032 80000000 .float 0.0
79 00000033 80000000 .float 0.0
80 00000034 80000000 .float 0.0
81 00000035 80000000 .float 0.0
82 00000036 80000000 .float 0.0
83 00000037 80000000 .float 0.0
84 00000038 80000000 .float 0.0
85 00000039 80000000 .float 0.0
86 0000003a 80000000 .float 0.0
87 0000003b 80000000 .float 0.0
88 0000003C 80000000 .float 0.0
89 0000003d 80000000 .float 0.0
90 0000003e 80000000 .float 0.0
91 0000003f 80000000 .float 0.0
92 00000040 80000000 .float 0.0
93 00000041 80000000 .float 0.0
94 00000042 80000000 .float 0.0
95 00000043 80000000 .float 0.0
96 00000044 80000000 .float 0.0
97 00000045 80000000 .float 0.0
98 00000046 80000000 .float 0.0
99 00000047 80000000 .float 0.0
100 00000048 80000000 .float 0.0
101 00000049 80000000 .float 0.0
102 0000004a 80000000 .float 0.0
103 0000004b 80000000 .float 0.0
104 0000004C 80000000 .float 0.0
105 0000004d 80000000 .float 0.0
106 0000004e 80000000 .float 0.0
107 0000004f 80000000 .float 0.0
108 00000050 80000000 .float 0.0
109 00000051 80000000 .float 0.0
110 00000052 80000000 .float 0.0
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111 00000053 80000000 .float
112 00000054 80000000 .float
113 00000055 80000000 .float
114 00000056 80000000 .float
115 00000057 80000000 .float
116 00000058 80000000 .float
117 00000059 80000000 .float
118 0000005a 80000000 .float
119 0000005b 80000000 .float
120 0000005C 80000000 .float
121 0000005d 80000000 .float
122 0000005e 80000000 .float
123 0000005f 80000000 .float
124 00000060 80000000 .float
125 00000061 80000000 XN .float
126 00000062 80000000 ER .float
127 00000063 80000000 TEMP .float
128 00000064 ef27c5ac MU .float
129 00000065 e52bcc77 SCALEU .float
130 00000066 Ia3ebc20 SCALED .float
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141 00000067 00000000 R
142 00000068 00000000 INVR .float
143144 00000069 80000000 SPACE .float
145 0000006a 80000000 .float
146 0000006b 80000000 .float
147 0000006c 80000000 .float
148 0000006d 80000000 .float
149 0000006e 80000000 .float
150 0000006f 80000000 .float
151 00000070 80000000 .float
152 00000071 80000000 .float
153 00000072 80000000 .float
154 00000073 80000000 .float
155 00000074 80000000 .float
156 00000075 80000000 .float
157 00000076 80000000 .float
158 00000077 80000000 .float
159 00000078 80000000 .float
160 00000079 80000000 .float
161 0000007a 80000000 .float
162 0000007b 80000000 .float
163 0000007c 80000000 .float
164 0000007d 80000000 .float
165 0000007e 80000000 .float
00000001 ONE .set 
00000025 K .set 
0000003d N .set 
00000065 L .set
00000011 D .set 
00000062 XL .set 
00000076 YL .set
00000012 UPY .set
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0E-5
1.0E-8
1.0E+8
1
37
61
101
17
98
118
D+ONE
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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166 0000007f 80000000 .float 0.0
167
168 00000080 80000000 Y .float 0.0
169 00000081 80000000 .float 0.0
170 00000082 80000000 .float 0.0
171 00000083 80000000 .float 0.0
172 00000084 80000000 .float 0.0
173 00000085 80000000 .float 0.0
174 00000086 80000000 .float 0.0
175 00000087 80000000 .float 0.0
176 00000088 80000000 .float 0.0
177 00000089 80000000 .float 0.0
178 0000008a 80000000 .float 0.0
179 0000008b 80000000 .float 0.0
180 0000008C 80000000 .float 0.0
181 0000008d 80000000 .float 0.0
182 0000008e 80000000 .float 0.0
183 0000008f 80000000 .float 0.0
184 00000090 80000000 .float 0.0
185 00000091 80000000 .float 0.0
186 00000092 80000000 .float 0.0
187 00000093 80000000 .float 0.0
188 00000094 80000000 .float 0.0
189 00000095 80000000 .float 0.0
190 00000096 80000000 .float 0.0
191 00000097 80000000 .float 0.0
192 00000098 80000000 .float 0.0
193 00000099 80000000 .float 0.0
194 0000009a 80000000 .float 0.0
195 0000009b 80000000 .float 0.0
196 0000009C 80000000 .float 0.0
197 0000009d 80000000 .float 0.0
198 0000009e 80000000 .float 0.0
199 0000009f 80000000 .float 0.0
200 OOOOOOaO 80000000 .float 0.0
201 OOOOOOal 80000000 .float 0.0
202 000000a2 80000000 .float 0.0
203 000000a3 80000000 .float 0.0
204 000000a4 80000000 .float 0.0
205 000000a5 80000000 .float 0.0
206 000000a6 80000000 .float 0.0
207 000000a7 80000000 .float 0.0
208 000000a8 80000000 .float 0.0
209 000000a9 80000000 .float 0.0
210 OOOOOOaa 80000000 .float 0.0
211 OOOOOOab 80000000 .float 0.0
212 OOOOOOac 80000000 .float 0.0
213 OOOOOOad 80000000 .float 0.0
214 OOOOOOae 80000000 .float 0.0
215 OOOOOOaf 80000000 .float 0.0
216 OOOOOObO 80000000 .float 0.0
217 OOOOOObl 80000000 .float 0.0
218 000000b2 80000000 .float 0.0
219 000000b3 80000000 .float 0.0
220 000000b4 80000000 .float 0.0
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221 000000b5 80000000 .float 0.0
222 000000b6 80000000 .float 0.0
223 000000b7 80000000 .float 0.0
224 000000b8 80000000 .float 0.0
225 000000b9 80000000 .float 0.0
226 OOOOOOba 80000000 .float 0.0
227 OOOOOObb 80000000 .float 0.0
228 OOOOOObC 80000000 .float 0.0
229 OOOOOObd 80000000 .float 0.0
230 OOOOOObe 80000000 .float 0.0
231 OOOOOObf 80000000 .float 0.0
232 000000C0 80000000 .float 0.0
233 000000C1 80000000 .float 0.0
234 000000C2 80000000 .float 0.0
235 000000C3 80000000 .float 0.0
236 000000C4 80000000 .float 0.0
237 000000C5 80000000 .float 0.0
238 000000C6 80000000 .float 0.0
239 000000C7 80000000 .float 0.0
240 000000C8 80000000 .float 0.0
241 000000C9 80000000 .float 0.0
242 OOOOOOca 80000000 .float 0.0
243 OOOOOOcb 80000000 .float 0.0
244 000000CC 80000000 .float 0.0
245 OOOOOOcd 80000000 .float 0.0
246 OOOOOOce 80000000 .float 0.0
247 OOOOOOcf 80000000 .float 0.0
248 OOOOOOdO 80000000 .float 0.0
249 OOOOOOdl 80000000 .float 0.0
250 000000d2 80000000 .float 0.0
251 000000d3 80000000 .float 0.0
252 000000d4 80000000 .float 0.0
253 000000d5 80000000 .float 0.0
254 oooooode 80000000 .float 0.0
255 000000d7 80000000 .float 0.0
256 000000d8 80000000 .float 0.0
257 000000d9 80000000 .float 0.0
258 OOOOOOda 80000000 .float 0.0
259 OOOOOOdb 80000000 .float 0.0
260 OOOOOOdC 80000000 .float 0.0
261 OOOOOOdd 80000000 .float 0.0
262 oooooode 80000000 .float 0.0
263 OOOOOOdf 80000000 .float 0.0
264 OOOOOOeO 80000000 .float 0.0
265 OOOOOOel 80000000 .float 0.0
266 000000e2 80000000 .float 0.0
267 000000e3 80000000 .float 0.0
268 000000e4 80000000 .float 0.0
269 000000e5 80000000 .float 0.0
270 000000e6 80000000 .float 0.0
271 000000e7 80000000 .float 0.0
272 000000e8 80000000 .float 0.0
273 000000e9 80000000 .float 0.0
274 OOOOOOea 80000000 .float 0.0
275 OOOOOOeb 80000000 .float 0.0
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276 OOOOOOec 80000000 .float 0.0
277 OOOOOOed 80000000 .float 0.0
278 OOOOOOee 80000000 .float 0.0
279 OOOOOOef 80000000 .float 0.0
280 OOOOOOfO 80000000 .float 0.0
281 OOOOOOfl 80000000 .float 0.0
282 OOOOOOf2 80000000 .float 0.0
283 OOOOOOf3 80000000 .float 0.0
284 OOOOOOf4 80000000 .float 0.0
285 OOOOOOf5 80000000 .float 0.0
286
287
288 000000f6 80000000 KDEN .float 0.0
289 OOOOOOf7 80000000 .float 0.0
290 OOOOOOf8 80000000 .float 0.0
291 OOOOOOf9 80000000 .float 0.0
292 OOOOOOfa 80000000 .float 0.0
293 OOOOOOfb 80000000 .float 0.0
294 OOOOOOfC 80000000 .float 0.0
295 OOOOOOfd 80000000 .float 0.0
296 OOOOOOfe 80000000 .float 0.0
297 OOOOOOff 80000000 .float 0.0
298 00000100 80000000 .float 0.0
299 00000101 80000000 .float 0.0
300 00000102 80000000 .float 0.0
301 00000103 80000000 .float 0.0
302 00000104 80000000 .float 0.0
303 00000105 80000000 .float 0.0
304 00000106 80000000 .float 0.0
305 00000107 80000000 .float 0.0
306 00000108 80000000 .float 0.0
307 00000109 80000000 .float 0.0
308 0000010a 80000000 .float 0.0
309 0000010b 80000000 .float 0.0
310 0000010c 80000000 .float 0.0
311 OOOOOlOd 80000000 .float 0.0
312 OOOOOlOe 80000000 .float 0.0
313 OOOOOlOf 80000000 .float 0.0
314 00000110 80000000 .float 0.0
315 00000111 80000000 .float 0.0
316 00000112 80000000 .float 0.0
317 00000113 80000000 .float 0.0
318 00000114 80000000 .float 0.0
319 00000115 80000000 .float 0.0
320 00000116 80000000 .float 0.0
321 00000117 80000000 .float 0.0
322 00000118 80000000 .float 0.0
323 00000119 80000000 .float 0.0
324 0000011a 80000000 .float 0.0
325 0000011b 80000000 .float 0.0
326 OOOOOllC 80000000 .float 0.0
327 OOOOOlld 80000000 .float 0.0
328 OOOOOlle 80000000 .float 0.0
329 OOOOOllf 80000000 .float 0.0
330 00000120 80000000 .float 0.0
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331 00000121 80000000 .float 0.0
332 00000122 80000000 .float 0.0
333 00000123 80000000 .float 0.0
334 00000124 80000000 .float 0.0
335 00000125 80000000 .float 0.0
336 00000126 80000000 •float 0.0
337 00000127 80000000 .float 0.0
338 00000128 80000000 .float 0.0
339 00000129 80000000 .float 0.0
340 0000012a 80000000 .float 0.0
341 0000012b 80000000 .float 0.0
342 0000012c 80000000 .float 0.0
343 0000012d 80000000 .float 0.0
344 0000012e 80000000 .float 0.0
345 0000012f 80000000 .float 0.0
346 00000130 80000000 .float 0.0
347 00000131 80000000 •float 0.0
348 00000132 80000000 .float 0.0
349 00000133 80000000 •float 0.0
350 00000134 80000000 .float 0.0
351 00000135 80000000 .float 0.0
352 00000136 80000000 .float 0.0
353 00000137 80000000 .float 0.0
354 00000138 80000000 .float 0.0
355 00000139 80000000 .float 0.0
356 0000013a 80000000 .float 0.0
357 0000013b 80000000 .float 0.0
358 0000013C 80000000 .float 0.0
359 0000013d 80000000 .float 0.0
360 0000013e 80000000 .float 0.0
361 0000013f 80000000 .float 0.0
362 00000140 80000000 .float 0.0
363 00000141 80000000 .float 0.0
364 00000142 80000000 .float 0.0
365 00000143 80000000 .float 0.0
366 00000144 80000000 .float 0.0
367 00000145 80000000 .float 0.0
368 00000146 80000000 .float 0.0
'369 00000147 80000000 .float 0.0
370 00000148 80000000 .float 0.0
371 00000149 80000000 .float 0.0
372 0000014a 80000000 .float 0.0
373 0000014b 80000000 .float 0.0
374 0000014C 80000000 .float 0.0
375 0000014d 80000000 .float 0.0
376 0000014e 80000000 .float 0.0
377 0000014f 80000000 .float 0.0
378 00000150 80000000 .float 0.0
379 00000151 80000000 .float 0.0
380 00000152 80000000 .float 0.0
381 00000153 80000000 .float 0.0
382 00000154 80000000 .float 0.0
383 00000155 80000000 .float 0.0
384 00000156 80000000 .float 0.0
385 00000157 80000000 .float 0.0
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386 00000158
387 00000159
388 0000015a
389
390
391 0000015b
392 0000015c
393 0000015d
394 0000015e
395 0000015f
396 00000160
397 00000161
398 00000162
399 00000163
400 00000164
401 00000165
402 00000166
403 00000167
404 00000168
405 00000169
406 0000016a
407 0000016b
408 0000016c
409 0000016d
410 0000016e
411 0000016f
412 00000170
413 00000171
414 00000172
415 00000173
416 00000174
417 00000175
418 00000176
419 00000177
420 00000178
421 00000179
422 0000017a
423 0000017b
424 0000017c
425 0000017d
426 0000017e
427 0000017f
428 00000180
429 00000181
430 00000182
431 00000183
432 00000184
433 00000185
434 00000186
435 00000187
436 00000188
437 00000189
438 0000018a
439 0000018b
440 0000018C
80000000
80000000
00000000
800000(50 KNUM 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000 
80000000
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 1.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
.float 0.0
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441 0000018d 80000000 .float 0.0
442 0000018e 80000000 .float 0.0
443 OOOOOlSf 80000000 .float 0.0
444 00000190 80000000 .float 0.0
445 00000191 80000000 .float 0.0
446 00000192 80000000 .float 0.0
447 00000193 80000000 .float 0.0
448 00000194 80000000 .float 0.0
449 00000195 80000000 .float 0.0
450 00000196 80000000 .float 0.0
451 00000197 80000000 .float 0.0
452
453 0000002c XBACK .set N-D
454 00000054 YBACK . set L-D
455
456 00000198 00000067" RADR .word R
457 00000199 00000068" INVRA .word INVR
458 0000019a 0000015b"KNUMA .word KNUM
459 0000019b OOOOOOf6"KDENA .word KDEN
460 0000019c 00000063"TEMPA .word TEMP
461 0000019d 00000080"YPTR .word Y
462 0000019e 00000061"XPTR .word XN ..
463 0000019f 00000062" ERADR .word ER
464
465
466
467 OOOOOlaO 00808064 PRXMCTL .word 00808064h 7 Primary bus control
468 OOOOOlal 00808060 EXPCTL .word 00808060h 7 Expansion bus control
469 000001a2 00000800 PRIMWD .word 00000800b
470 000001a3 00000000 EXPWD .word OOOOOOOOh
471
472 000001a4 00804000 ADC A .word 00804000h 7 Read/Write Channel A A/
473 000001a5 00804001 ADC_B .word 00804001b 7 Read/Write Channel B A/
474 000001a6 00808030 TIMECTL .word 00808030h 7 Timer1 control register
475 000001a7 00808038 PERIOD .word 00808038b 7 Timerl period register
476 000001a8 00000601 RSTCTRL .word 00000601b
477 000001a9 000006C1 SETCTRL .word 000006Clb
478 OOOOOlaa 00000800 COUNT .word 00000800b ; Timer period » 12
479 OOOOOlab 000001ac"RSP .word STACK
480
481 OOOOOlac 00000000 STACK .word 0
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
00000000
00000000
*** Program Section at address ODOh ***
.text
START:
; Set up page pointer for direct addressing
00000000 50700000" LDP X
; Set up stack pointer.
00000001 083401ab" LDI §RSP,SP
; Set up primary bus wait states
00000002 082801a0" LDI §PRIMCTL,AR0
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496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
00000003 082001a2" LDI @PRIMWD,R0
00000004 1540C000 STI R0,*AR0
; Set up expansion bus wait-states.
00000005 082801al" LDI §EXPCTL,AR0
00000006 082001a3" LDI @EXPWD,R0
00000007 1540C000 STI R0,*AR0
; Set up timerl.
00000008 082801a6" LDI STIMECTL,AR0 / Reset control reg
00000009 082001a8" LDI 0RSTCTRL,RO
0000000a 1540C000 STI R0,*AR0
0000000b 082901a7" LDI §PERI0D,AR1 / Set period reg
0000000c 082001aa" LDI §COUNT,RO
OOOOOOOd 1540C100 STI R0,*AR1
OOOOOOOe 082001a9" LDI @SETCTRL,R0 / Set control reg
OOOOOOOf 1540COOO STI R0,*AR0
/Enable interrupt for timer 1.
00000010 10760002 OR 2h,IE
;Set global interrupt enable in status reg..
00000011 10752000 OR 2000h,ST
/Wait for interrupts.
00000012 HERE:
00000012 60000012' BR HERE
00000013
00000013 08730062
00000014 082c019d"
00000015 0829019e"
00000016
00000017
00000018 
00000019
082a01a4"
0 8 4 6 C 2 0 0
05830006
0a230065"
**★ Interrupt Service Routine **** 
ISR:
LDI XL,BK 
LDI @YPTR,AR4 
LDI §XPTR,AR1
LDI §ADC_A,AR2 
LDI'*AR2,R6 
FLOAT R6,R3 
MPYF §SCALEU,R3
/NEWX
0000001a 14433101
0000001b 087b003d 
0000001C 187b0002 
OOOOOOld 082e019c"
0000001e 082b019f" 
OOOOOOlf 082f0198"
00000020 0743C700
00000021 24el31Cl
00000022 139b001b
STF R3,*ARl++%
LDI N,RC j
SUBI 2,RC 
LDI êTEMPA,AR6
LDI @ERADR,AR3 
LDI §RADR,AR7
LDF *AR7,R3
MPYF3 *AR1,*ARl++%,R1
RPTS RC
ADDAPTIVE FILTER
/LOAD R(I-l) 
/CALCULATE X PART OF
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551 00000023
552
553 00000024
554 00000025
555 00000026
556 00000027
557
558 00000028
559 00000029
560 0000002a
561 0000002b
562 0000002C
563 0000002d
564
565 0000002e
566
567
568 0000002f
569 00000030
570 00000031
571 00000032
572 00000033
573 00000034
574
575
576 00000035
577
578 00000036
579 00000037
580
581 00000038
582 00000039
583 0000003a
584 0000003b
585
586 0000003C
587 0000003d
588 0000003e
589 0000003f
590
591 00000040
592 00000041
593 00000042
594 00000043
595 00000044
596 00000045
597
598 00000046
599
600
601 00000047
602 00000048
603
604 00000049
605 0000004a
80d931Cl
20830301
1443C700
0871002c
07477900
087b003d
187b0002
0828019a''
07628000
24e03120
139b001b
80103120
20820200
1442C600
08710011
07477900
0871003d
07477900
08730076
087b0065
187b0002
0743C700
24el34c4
139b001b
80d934c4
20830301
1443C700
08710054
07477C00
087b0065
187b0003
0828019b"
0742C600
24e03420
139b001b
80103420
20840200 
0a64f800
0740C000
00070000
MPYF3 *AR1,*AR1++%,R1
ADDF3 R 1 , R 3 , R3
ADDF3 R 1 , R 3 , R3
STF R3,*AR7
LDI XBACK,IR0
LDF *AR1—  (IR0) %, R7
LDI N,RC ;CALCULATE X PART OF Y(I)
SUBI 2, RC
LDI @KNUMA,AR0
LDF 0.0,R2
MPYF3 *AR0++, *ARl+-f% , RO 
RPTS RC
MPYF3 *AR0++,*ARl++%,RO 
ADDF3 R0,R2,R2
ADDF3 R0,R2,R2 
STF R2,*AR6 
LDI D,IRO
LDF * A R 1 ~  (IRO) %, R7 
LDI N,IRO
LDF *AR1— (IRO) %,R7
LDI YL,BK
LDI L,RC ; ADDAPTIVE FILTER
SUBI 2,RC
LDF *AR7,R3 ;CALCULATE Y PART OF
MPYF3 *AR4,*AR4-H-%,R1 
RPTS RC
MPYF3 *AR4,*AR4++%,R1
ADDF3 R1,R3,R3
ADDF3 R1,R3,R3
STF R 3 ,*AR7
LDI YBACX,IRO
LDF *AR4— (IRO) %,R7
LDI L,RC ;CALCULATE Y PART OF Y(I)
SUBI 3,RC
LDI @KDENA,ARO
LDF *AR6,R2
MPYF3 *AR0++,*AR4++%,R0 
RPTS RC
MPYF3 *AR0++,*AR4++%,R0 
ADDF3 R0,R2,R2
ADDF3 R0,R2,R4 
MPYF -1.0,R4
LDF *AR0,RO 
ABSF R O , R7
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606 0000004b 04670000 CMPF 1.0, R7
607 0000004c 43e00000 LDFLT 1.0,RO
608 0000004d 1 4 4 0 C 0 0 0 STF R O ,*AR0
609
610 0000004e 07030000 LDF R0,R3
611 0000004Í 00000000 ABSF RO
612 00000050 0fa00000 PUSHF RO
613 00000051 0e210000 POP R1
614 00000052 03elffe8 ASH -24,R1
615 00000053 OcOlOOOl NEGI R1
616 00000054 18610001 SUBI 1,R1
617 00000055 03el0018 ASH 24,R1
618 00000056 Of210000 PUSH R1
619 00000057 OealOOOO POPF R1
620 00000058 24820001 MPYF R 1 ,R O ,R2
621 00000059 19621000 SUBRF 2.0,R2
622 0000005a 0a010002 MPYF R2,R1
623 0000005b 24820001 MPYF R1,R0,R2
624 0000005c 19621000 SUBRF 2.0,R2
625 0000005d 0a010002 MPYF R2,R1
626 OOOOOOSe 24820001 MPYF R1,R0,R2
627 OOOOOOSf 19621000 SUBRF 2.0,R2
628 00000060 0a010002 MPYF R2,R1
629 00000061 24820001 MPYF R 1 ,R O ,R2
630 00000062 19621000 SUBRF 2.0,R2
631 00000063 0a010002 MPYF R2,R1
632 00000064 11010001 RND R1
633 00000065 24820001 MPYF R1,R0,R2
634 00000066 19620000 SUBRF 1.0,R2
635 00000067 0a020001 MPYF R1,R2
636 00000068 01810002 ADDF R2,R1
637 00000069 11000001 RND R1,R0
638 0000006a 0b820000 NEGF R0,R2
639 0000006b 07030003 LDF R3,R3
640 0000006c 43800002 LDFN R 2 , RO
641
642 0000006d 24820400 MPYF3 R0,R4,R2
643 0000006e 1442C400 STF R2,*AR4
644
645 0000006f 07473401 LDF *AR4++%,R7
646 00000070 0a270066" MPYF §SCALED,R7
647 00000071 05060007 FIX R7,R6
648 00000072 1546C200 STI R6,*AR2
649
650 00000073 0740C700 LDF *AR7,RO
651 00000074 07030000 LDF R O , R3
652 00000075 00000000 ABSF RO
653 00000076 OfaOOOOO PUSHF RO
654 00000077 0e210000 POP R1
655 00000078 03elffe8 ASH -24,R1
656 00000079 OcOlOOOl NEGI R1
657 0000007a 18610001 SUBI 1,R1
658 0000007b 03el0018 ASH 24,R1
659 0000007c Of210000 PUSH R1
660 0000007d OealOOOO POPF R1
;INVERSE Bo
;R0=INV(Bo)
;OUTPUT Y (I) TO CH A
;INVERSE R(I)
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661 0000007e
662 0000007f
663 00000080
664 00000081
665 00000082
666 00000083
667 00000084
668 00000085
669 00000086
670 00000087
671 00000088
672 00000089
673 0000008a
674 0000008b
675 0000008C
676 0000008d
677 0000008e
678 0000008f
679 00000090
680 00000091
681 00000092
682 00000093
683 00000094
684
685 00000095
686 00000096
687 00000097
688 00000098
689
690
691 00000099
692 0000009a
693 0000009b
694 0000009c
695
696 0000009d
697 0000009e
698 0000009f
699 OOOOOOaO
700 OOOOOOal
701 000000a2
702 000000a3
703 000000a4
704
705
706 OOOOOOaS
707 000000a6
708 000000a7
709 000000a8
710 000000a9
711
712 OOOOOOaa
713 OOOOOOab
714 OOOOOOac
715 OOOOOOad
24820001 
19621000 
0a010002 
24820001 
19621000 
0a010002 
24820001 
19621000 
0a010002 
24820001 
19621000 
0a010002 
11010001 
24820001 
19620000 
0a020001 
01810002 
11000001 
0b820000 
07030003 
43800002 
082f0199” 
1440C700
08470201
05860007
0a260065"
1446C300
087b003d
187b0002
08730062
0828019a"
0744C300 
0a240064" 
0a64f800 
24c404c7 
24C50431 
20c505c0 
640000a5' 
df652031
20c505c0 XLOOP
1445C000
08710025
07477100
1529019e”
087b0065
187b0002
08730076
0828019b”
MPYF R1,R0,R2 
SUBRF 2.0, R2 
MPYF R2,R1 
MPYF R 1 ,R O ,R2 
SUBRF 2.0,R2 
MPYF R2,R1 
MPYF R1,R0,R2 
SUBRF 2.0,R2 
MPYF R 2 ;R1 
MPYF R1,R0,R2 
SUBRF 2.0,R2 
MPYF R2,R1 
RND R1
MPYF R 1 , R O , R2 
SUBRF 1.0,R2 
MPYF R1,R2 
ADDF R 2 ,R1 
RND R1,R0 
NEGF RO ,R2 
LDF R3,R3 
LDFN R 2 ,RO 
LDI §INVRA,AR7 
STF R0,*AR7
LDI *+AR2,R7 ;INPUT ER(I) FROM CH B
FLOAT R7,R6 
MPYF §SCALEU,R6 
STF R6,*AR3
LDI N,RC 
SUBI 2,RC 
LDI XL,BK 
LDI §KNUMA,ARO
LDF *AR3,R4 
MPYF §MU,R4 
MPYF -1.0,R4 
MPYF3 *AR7,R 4 ,R4 
MPYF3 *AR1++%,R4,R5 
ADDF3 *AR0,R5,R5 
RPTB XLOOP 
MPYF3 *ARl++%,R 4 ,R5 
STF R5,*AR0++
ADDF3 *AR0,R5,R5 
STF R5,*AR0 
LDI K,IRO
LDF *AR1++(IRO)%,R7 
STI AR 1 ,@XPTR
LDI L,RC 
SUBI 2 ,RC 
LDI YL,BK 
LDI 0KDENA,ARO
;D0 UPDATE 
;-ER*MU*R(I)
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716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
OOOOOOae 2 4 C 5 0 4 3 4  
OOOOOOaf 20c505c0 
OOOOOObO 640000b2 ' 
OOOOOObl d f 652034
000000b2 20c505c0 YLOOP 
000000b3 1445C000 
000000b4 08710012 
000000b5 07477400
000000b6 152c019d" 
000000b7 78000000
MPYF3 *AR4++%,R4,R5 
ADDF3 *AR0, R 5 , R5 
RPTB YLOOP 
MPYF3 *AR4-M-%,R4,R5 
STF R5,*AR0++
ADDF3 *AR0, R 5 , R5
STF R5,*AR0
LDI UPY,IRO
LDF *AR4 ++(IRO)%,R7
STI AR4,§YPTR 
RET I
.end
No Errors, No Warnings
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